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Reducing and Combining Classroom Observation

Categoriesjnto Behavioral Profiles

R.M. Kerker & R.O. Clements

The central focus of the Dimensions of Classroom Instruction project

(DCI) is two-fold. Firet, the project is concerned with the comparison,

evaluation, and integration of data collection techniques utilized by field

researchers in the classroom. The second major concern is constructing a

comprehensive picture of the classroom environment. ,The content area of

reading instruction and its relationships to teacher techinques and individual

student perceptions and abilities is the area of particular examination.

Findings from this dual-focused approach be of particular interest

to researchers concerned with the implications of using different methods

of classroom observation. Additionally, teachers and administrators concerned

with effective teaching of reading will benefit from the findings provided by

the project.

To achieve these goals, data from a year-long study of second grade

reading groups, including ethnographic records videotapes, and a quantitative

classroom coding system are being analyzed. The relationships among these

various types of information are currently being explored,.

The focus of the current paper is the analysis of data from the Stanford

Research International (SRI) observation system (Stallings & Kaskowitz, 1974)

in order to determine how it can best be utilized to discern patterns of

interaction among students and teachers. The SRI classroom observation system

was developed to provide a description of the classroom environment with

emphasis on interactions between teachers and students as well as among

students themselves. This observation system is comprised,of several sections,
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esearcher is to develop a techinque for reducing the amount of data to

be analyzed without losing critical information and focusing on an overall

picture of classroom behaviors. Such a method is proposed in this paper.

It is believed that through creating teacher "profiles" on the basis of

categoriCal FM0 codes, the researchers can obtain an accurate picture of the

classroom which is easily interpretable and which provides a solid basis for

discerning the effects of various teaching styles on student classroom "4

behaviors.
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Method

Sample

The sample for this investigation consisted of nine second grade

classrooms in two small school districts. Four of these classrooms were

in a rural district with an ethnically mixed population. The remaining

five classes were from a district which was composed of a predominately

white, suburban population. Complete data were obtained for approximately

219 students from these schools. As a whole, the sample included students

from high, medium, and low socioeconomic status families. The nine teachers

who participated in this study represented a range of teaching backgrounds

from no prior experience to nine years of experience.

The focus of the clabsroom observations was reading instruction.

Observation began in late November, 1978, and continued through the remainder

of the school year. Each Classroom was observed during the reading instruction

period by lioth a classrodm coder and an ethnographer ten times throughout the

year. Each of the observations lasted for ninety minutes. Additionally, for

each classroom, three of the ten observations were also videotaped.

Observation System 0

The observation system chosen for this study was one developed by the

Stanford Research Institute for'use in the evaluation of the national Follow

Through programs (Stallings & Kaskowitz, 1974). This system was developed

to provide a description of the classroom environment, a record of classroom

activities, the interactions between teachers and children, and the inter-

actions among children themselves. This instrument was especially designed

to detec i. differences in instructional methods, interpersonal interactions,

and classroom environments.
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The SRI'instrument consists of six distinct.sections which code

information concerning identification of the Clasb, number of studedts

and adults present'in ihe classroom, physical'environment, classroom

\, activities, focus of the observation, and categorization of interactions.

As mentioned previously, the section of °the SRI system which was of

considerable 'interest for this investigation was the Five Minute Observation

(FMO). This section is used to tecord and categorize classroom interactions

f groups and individuals. The FM0 records interactions into "frames" of

behavior four times per hour. There are four categories comprising each

frame describing who performed the action (teacher, student, small group,

etc.), to whom it was directed (teacher, student, small groups, etc.), and

what the action was (command, question, response, praise, no response, etc.).

Additionally, there are a number of optional modifiers with which a coder

can indicate whether an interaction was academic or behavioral, verbal or

non-verbal, and whether the interaction could be further categorized by

other modifiers such as "organizing," "warmth," "punishment," or "touching."

These coded frames form what essentially are "sentences" consisting of a

noun (who), an,object (to whom), a verb (what), and an optional.modifier.

An FMO record, then, is a series of frames or "sentences" which describe

classroom interactions.

A coder used in a previous study and a housewife who responded to a

newspaper advertisement served as SRI coders. A week of intensive training

was provided by an expert SRI coder who had worked with the authors of the

system. -Reliability was assessed at the end of training by having the

expert and the two trainees view a videotape of classroom interaction.

The expert's codes were accepted as a standard, and 'a count wrs made of`'

the number of times the trainees' "who," "io whom," "what," and "how"



codes agreed with the standard. Using this method, 92.4% of one trainee's

codes and 93.2% of the other's codes were found to agree with the expert's.
a

This was considered a satisfactory level of agreement to allow the trainees

to go into the field.

Generalizability theory (Cronbach, Gleser, /lands and Rajaratnam,

1972)'was used to further assess the reliability of the coders. During

the spring of the study, two of the teachers in the sample were observed

by both of the coders. The FMO data from the first hour of these two

observationsl, consisting of four, five-minute observations, were used for

the generalizability anal3isis. The design was a four-facet design

involving coders:teachers, observations, and categories on the FMO.

Thiscwas a fully crossed design, and all variables were considered

random. The "who," "to whom," "what," and "how" sections of the FMO were

analyzed separately since each section is coded independently witbin a

frame. The frequencies of each of the codes within each of these sections

for each of the five-minute observations served'as the unit of analysis.

The facet of interest consisted of the FMO categories in each section.

The purpose of the analysis was to determine the dependability of these

category frequencies generalized across the remaining facets (coders,

teachers, and observations). The generalizability for one category coded

by one observer on one teacher during one five-minute observation was

found to be .96, .64, .51, and .83 for the "who," "to whom," "what," and

0

"hQw" sections, respectively. However, these coefficients do not truly

represent the generalizability of the scores which would be used for

comparison with the ethnographic data. The coefficients repOrted above

represent the generalizability of scores obtained during one five-minute

observation. The scores of interest, however, are the frequencies



obtained by summing across all observations throughout the school year.

Since data were obtained for approximately 60 five-minute observations

for each teacher, the generalizability coefficients ghould be based upon

60 observations, rather than one observation. Cronback,iet al. provide

formulas for estimating generalizability for a given number of levels

of a facet, much as the Spearman-Brown Prophecy forthula estimates the

reliability of a test for a given number of items. Using these formulas,

the estimated generalizabilty coeffici,ents for these aggregate frequencies
0

were .99, .98, ..94; and .99 for the four,sectiong of the EMO. Tiflis, the'

evidence suggests that the frequency data from the year's observations

were quite reliable.

Results

Reducing the FMO Data

Many different combinations of the "who," "to whom,' "what," 'and

"how" codes are likely to occur using this coding system. In order to

obtain manageable profiles of classroom behaviors and interactions, these

data were reduced to a relatively small number of categories. As A first

step in the data reduction, a simple count of the unique frames which

occurred out of the approximately 42,000 frames obtained was made. A

"unique frame" was a combination of the four types of codes which'differed

from all other combinations of codes. Out of the 42,000 frames, 610 unique

frames were identified. About one-third of these unique frames occurred

only once, and nearly half of the unique frames occurred three times or

fewer. Only 12% occurred 100 times or more, and only 2% occurred 1,000

times or more. It became apparent from this frequency:analysis that many

of the unique frames occurred very infrequently. However, there were

also a large number of unique frames which occurred fairly often, too many,
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in fact, to be dealt with individually as the basis for classroom profiles.

0
It was necessary to combine frames into a.limited.number of categories that

would summarize the data without losing any important information.

Because of the great flexibility of the FMO, there are a number of

possible ways in which categorization tan be achieved. The category system

used in this investigation was designed to meet the following criteria:

(1) it divided the "pie" of.classroom behavior into logical units similar

to the ones found in many observation systems, ,(2) most ofethe created

categories occurred with fairly high frequency in at least some of the

nine classrooms observed, and (3) it utilized a large proportion of tir

data.

The category system developed for this study was hierarchical in

7

nature and consisted of two levels of categorization. On the top level

major categories were created and subsequently subdivided on the second

level. The major categories were created from combinations of "who" and
0

"to whom" codes which were found to occur most frequently. This system,

then, categorized interactions according to who initialized the behavior

and to whom it was directed. These categories were further divided into

teacher-initiated and student-initiated interactions. The teacher-initiated

categories were: teacher-initiated individual interactions, teachet-

initiated large group interactions, teacher-initiated small group interactions

and teacher-initiated non-instructional behaviors. The student-initiated

categories included: student-initiated individual interactions, large group

initiated interaction, and small group initiated interactions. These major

categories were further subdivided into numerous subcategories. This

procedure categorized 94% of the total frames. It was felt that this
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system c5f categoriiation captured the,maipr classroom interactions which

occurred aEd 'that the excluded information was of little acNcational value

(such as, teacher starts tape recorder).

Figure 1 shows a profile for one of the nine teachers. The format

of these profiles is similar to,one used by Stallings, Needels, and

Staybrook (1979). On the left-hand side of the profile is listed each
t.

category and the subcategories contained within it. On the,far right-

haps] side ere two sets of percentages, one pertaining to di sainple of

nine teachers as an.aggregate, the other to the teacher of interest. The

teacher categories and the student categories ware treated separately in

computing these percentages. The percentages for the major teacher *.

categories reflect the percentage of the total teacherTinitiated framea

which fell into the category. Thus, the percentage for "T,initiated

individ. interact. -- Total" indicates the percentage of the total teacher-

initiated interactions,which were directed towards an individual student.

Similarly, "S initiated interactions -- total" indicates the percentage,

of the total student-initiated interactions Which were initiated by a

single student. All of these percentages were calculated ieparateiY7for

the sample as a whole and for the teacher of interest, and are listed'

under the "sample ave." and "this class" columns. The difference between

these two figures indicates the degree to which the individual classroom

displayed a high or low amount of the behavior. The graph on each figure

shows this difference.

In Figure 1, foF example, 53.9% of the sample's teacher-initiated

interactions were directed towards an individual student; while 58.0% 7°

of Teacher 8's interactions were student directed. Since Teacher 8 was

relatively high on this behavior, and "X" was placed on the right,side of
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the deviation axis to show that the teacher was approximately four percentage

points above the sample average on this category. An "X" to the right of

the zero point indicates a relatively high amount of the behavior, an

to the left indicates a relatively low amount of the behavior, while an

in the Fiddle. indicates an average amount of the behavior, relative to the

sample of niiie teachers.. On the next major category, "S initiated interactiOn --

total," the1/4c1ase average of 84.5% differed from the sample average of 80.5%

by 4.0 percentage points: Therefore, an "X" haS been placed under the 4.0

point on the axis:

The percentages for the subcategories were computed intim same manner,

6
except that their percentages were corilputed relative to their respective

categories. In'Figure 1, it can be seen that for the sample 17.5% of the

total teacher-initiated individual interactions were in the "T command or
.

request" category, while Teacher 8 made commands or request in 24.6% of

har interactions directed towards individual students.

The percentages' and the deviations in percent indicate the relative

number of frames involving the category; and lootely reflect the amount of

time devoted to these categorieg. It is very Important to realize that

0

these percentages were computed in a hierarchical fashion. The major

teacher categories reflect the proportion of total teacher time spent in

each category, while the student categories were computed in terms of
f

total student-initiated frames. :The subcategories were computed in terms

of the total number of category frames. One can examine, for example, a

teacher's behavior towards individuals as opposed,to large or small groups.

Likewise one can compare students' behavior in groups with their behavior

as individuals. From this information, one can begin to make inferences
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about the ways in which teachers and students interact in various classroom

contexts.

Othei- categorizations are available on the teacher profiles. 'On the

bottom of the second page of each profile, afl.categorized interactions,

')whether student or teacher initiated, are broken down as academic,

behavior or other. Academic interactions are those related to strictly,

academic mettefs (i.e, reading or spelling). Behavioral interactions

indicate interactions involving behavioral corrections. Other task-

oriented interactions include non-academic interactions siich as procedural

interactions and incidental conversations.

Page 3 of the profiles concerns effectively charged events. Because

these events were rare, their occurrence was expressed in,frequency rather

than percent. It can be seen in ,Figure 1, for example, that for the sample

as a whole, punishment occurred only 1.3 times out of the 10 observations,

while three instances of punishment were observed for Teacher 8. The

deviation graph for these events reflects the difference in frequency

between the class and the sample average.

A great deal of information about the teachers can be gleaned from

each .of these profiles. With a little experience, one can infer a picture

of the classroom by comparing percentages and frequencies in the various

categories and subcategories.

.1

.0
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